
Arranging for 
Beginners

The know-how you need to turn songs you love into 
arrangements that work

These slides will be made available after the workshop



Dear Reader, 

This presentation contains the visuals that went with my 
workshop at the Voice Festival Weekend in 2017. 

It’s tricky to turn the interactive and conversational bits of that 
session into text and add them in here, but that is what I have 
attempted to do.  Hopefully this will be of some help to people 
who are sought out help from the Voice Festival UK about their 
arranging. 

If you are really stuck, or have any questions, I’m very happy for 
you to get in touch with me directly - my email is at the end. 

Michael Humphrey

I’ve added in the essence of 
what I said in these little post-

it note overlays



Why me?
at least 75 a cappella arrangements (have lost count) for, among others: 

• Royal Opera House - 6 works from the opera canon for schools 

• The Voice Festival UK - free start-up arrangements for new groups 

• In the Smoke - Best Arrangement category at VF-UK 2 years in a row 

• Out of the Blue (admittedly rather a long time ago!) 

• Channel 4 News Team, obviously 

Arranging is a skill, a craft, an art

It is one of those activities that you can completely lose yourself in

It can breathe life into overplayed songs, and it can make songs 
accessible to people who would never listen to the original version

AND if you get the courage to start doing it, you get better, faster, more 
confident and more creative with each new arrangement you complete



In the next hour or so:
• Choosing a song
• Soloist/Group/Beatboxer
• Key, Vocal Ranges and Knowing Your Group
• Starting with Chord Sequences
• Starting with Hooks/Rhythms
• Syllables, Timbre and using the voice
• Structure, Climaxes, Moments, Breakdowns
• Which, if any, software to use
• Preparing to teach it to your group

And we’ll try out the process on two 90s classics
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Choosing a song
• One you love 

• One your audience will love 

• One your group will love (by the end of the first 
rehearsal anyway) 

• “Will it work a cappella?” 
 - be cautious of instrumentals/solos and drums 
 - keep your boredom threshold high, 
…..but don’t jump in the deep end either!

These 3 are in this priority order 
on purpose, an arrangement 
you are passionate about will 
convince audience and group 

alike

lots of people have immediate 
opinions on whether a song 
will work when they first hear 
it - listen carefully and use 

your imagination before you 
make that decision



What can your group do?
• If you have able and willing soloists, then use them, 

but remember that not everything needs to have a 
single person out front 

• Remember that you are a group that makes music 
by having everyone sing - you don’t have to write 
“backing” for every split second 

• If you have an able and willing beatboxer, then have 
them in mind from the beginning.  If you don’t, keep 
in mind that the parts you write must set a groove



What can your group do?
• Ranges - take time to do some scale exercises and 

check what each singer is comfortable singing, and 
write for the middle of that range, only going above 
the middle when you want a big loud moment.  Also 
check for falsetto. 

• How many parts?  Work out if your singers will be 
comfortable holding a line on their own, in groups of 3, 
10… 

• Be prepared to change the key of the song to fit your 
soloist and/or block
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Take That - Back For Good
from when the Man Band was still a Boy Band

Stop 
looking at me like 

that Robbie



On a mac you type a 
sharp/hashtag by 

hitting alt+3

Finding out chords is easy 

Use the internet (and your ears)



E      F#m     A       B
B               C#               E               F# 
G#             A                C#             D# 
E               F#               A               B 

Bassline is pretty important - root 
notes (“slash chords”) 

clumping at the top, not the 
bottom 

It’s a good idea to make the first part you write out be the 
bassline - then fill in the other notes  

In 4 parts double the tonic (E in the first chord) 
then the dominant (B in the first chord) 

but ideally not the 3rd (G# in the first chord) 
This is just a rule that keeps chords sounding clear and 

pleasant. 

“Slash chords” look like A7/G, this means irrespective of the 
chord before the slash, the note after the slash should be the 

bass-note

This means that as you are spreading the notes out across 
e.g. SATB, it’s better to have more of a gap between the T 

and B than the S and A.  If notes of the chord are too close 
together near the bottom of the pitch range, it can sound 

muddy and be difficult to sing in tune.



E      F#m     A       B
4-voice standard close harmony + bassline 

2-part compromise 

First attempt:

adjusted:
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Making phrases, sections
• Pads

• nnn, ooo, aaa, eee,  
…or a mixture - control the transitions 

• adding drone notes (tonic, dominant, 2nds, 7ths) 

• Rhythmic patterns

• finding the dominant groove -  d-t-b-p-k   l-m-n-ch   f-sh-w 
…and then filling gaps as needed 

• making new hooks (but stay outta the way of the lead line)

DOUBLE & TWEAK

We tried a random selection of 
vowel sounds, strum-like 

rhythms, and holding notes 
across all the chords

This means, once you have a pattern for the chord 
sequence you can just loop it for as long as you need, but 
even better if you adjust one of the parts every other time, 

to keep the music moving forward and avoid audience 
and singers getting bored!
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Blackstreet - No Diggity
No, Anna Kendrick didn’t write it

Hey aca-bitchez!



STOP!
lame 

acoustic  
cover alert!

Some songs are really built from a chord sequence - if 
this is the case, neither should your arrangement - 

instead focus on the rhythmic layers you can hear in 
the original and use them as your starting point



What can you hear?

layer up the main bits comfortably across parts 

then check for gaps in the harmony/rhythm and fill em in 
Use the lyrics, and the original song arrangement for cues for little moments
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Structure
• Don’t be afraid to leave out, or re-order the sections 

• Once you’ve got the first pattern you really just want to 
repeat the process for the sections after that, until you 
have 2 or 3 textures to go with intro/verse/chorus/bridge 
etc. 

• Easy ways to keep things interesting include:  
- varying the texture (have parts drop out/add in)  
- changing syllables (vowels) without changing the parts  
- taking out some of the notes in various parts  
- adding or taking away pads



Climaxes
• simplify/streamline rhythms and open vowels

“Heartstrings”
• close harmony, added notes, polyphony and tight vowels

Breakdowns
• all jump onto the catchiest line, maybe with a countermelody

and clap along… (but not every arrangement!)
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Software
• Sibelius is relatively expensive, but it’s a professional standard notation 

programme that will reward your dedication to getting the hang of it 

• Garageband is free with macs, and if you get the hang of using it well, 
recording parts to a click with headphones on, then you’ll not only be able to 
build up nice voice-centric arrangements, but you’ll have readymade teach 
tracks 

• Often using free stuff (e.g. MuseScore) will lead to frustration further down the 
line - limited saves, clunky operation, amateur-looking scores etc. 

• Expect it to take time to get the hang of whatever system you decide to use, on 
top of the time it takes to do the actual arranging 

• If you are working “in thin air” i.e. with nothing written down, or no recording of 
the parts in advance, make sure you record stuff on your phone etc. as a 
matter of routine in rehearsals otherwise good work will get lost.



Teaching!
• Write as much detail as you can in the scores/sing as much detail as you can into 

the recordings

• Get someone experienced to proof-read your scores

• Talk through how you might teach things

• Never under-estimate the value of a warm-up/exercise that tackles some aspect 
that is more difficult or unusual about your arrangement

• Know all the parts

• Don’t panic if it doesn’t sound amazing after half an hour, but don’t also be afraid 
to make changes (including taking suggestions from the group) if things aren’t 
working. [As an experienced arranger I am naturally terrible at this] 

• Before you commit to having finished your arrangement, get your 3-4 most trusted 
singers to arrive early for rehearsal and sing through some draft bits with you, 
record everything, then listen back later.



Off you go…
Arranging Helpdesk is open 

- 13:30-14:30 (before the Youth & 
Community Competition) 

 - 18:00-19:00 (before the Uni Final) 

I’m very happy for you to contact me with arranging questions: 

mdhmusicuk@gmail.com

This workshop will be published on the Voice Festival Website some time soon

mailto:mdhmusicuk@gmail.com

